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everytime and anywhere 
words and music - victor kreider  
arrangement - the bbs lounge 
 
I wrote this guitar part that was pretty tough for me at the time.  I had some words and spent about a 
month trying to sing and play it together.  On March 28th of 2000, I could finally get through the verse and 
bridge so it was time to finish it.  I wrote the chorus to be a commitment to four things that He calls us to.  
This song was originally an intimate acoustic song, but I saw the potential for some pop culture.   
 
(Psalm 119:33 and Psalm 119:44) 

 
sorry, my music writing is stronger than my music theory.  
proof that you don’t need theory to worship God! 
this is my feeble attempt at explaining this song. 
relative to a capo on the second fret. 
 
open up my eyes so i can see You 
clear out my mind so my thoughts are just of You 
 
oh Lord i want my thoughts to be of You 
right now i want my sight to be on You 
 
      G6        D2 
so i will pray how You teach me to pray 

 G6            D2 
and i will learn what You want me to learn 

 G6        D2 
and i will serve where You call me to serve   

 G6       G6/F#    G6/E      G6/F# C2 
and i will worship You     alone      every  time and anywhere 
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verse and bridge:  picking pattern (5434) 
you could play these notes with one finger  
2nd fret D string hammer on, 2nd fret D string,  
2nd fret A string hammer on and 3rd fret A string 
a hammer on is when you press down your finger  
just after you pluck the string to make two sounds 
they’re cool ☺ 
 
chorus:  picking pattern for G6 (6323) & D2 (4323) 
you could play these notes with two fingers 
picking pattern for walk down on the last line: 
G6 (6323), G6/F# (6323), G6/E (6323), G6/F# (6323) 
and C2 (5323) 
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